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SWEEP SEARCHES-THE RIGHTS OF THE COMMUNITY,
AND THE GUARANTEES OF THE FOURTH AND
FIRST AMENDMENTS: MOMS OF THE CHICAGO
PUBLIC HOUSING COMPLEX, REVISIT YOUR
CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AND SAVE
YOUR BABIES
Lundy Langston*
There will come a time when the world won't be singing,
Flowers won't grow, Bells won't be ringing
Who really cares?
Who is willing to try to save the world that is destined to die?
When I look at the world it fills me with sorrow
Children today are really going to suffer tomorrow
Oh, what a shame,
Such a bad way to live
Who is to blame when we can't stop living?
Oh, live, live for life
But let live everybody
Live life for the children, oh for the children
Save the babies
We've got to, we have to,
Save the babies
What's Going On- Save The Children
(Marvin Gaye) I
I.

INTRODUCTION

African-American babies are an endangered species. They have
the potential to live to the ripe old age of fourteen. We are singing
new songs of overcoming-overcoming the loss of our babies. However, it's the same song: the lyrics are Black, and the music is, as always, White. Across the nation let us hold hands, let us gather
together, let us save our babies. Will the music, the lyrics of our collective songs, save our babies? Is there a collective voice? There must
* Associate Professor of Law, Nova Southeastern University, Shepard Broad Law
Center. J.D. North Carolina Central University School of Law, LL.M. Columbia University School of Law.
1. Marvin Gaye, Save The Children, 1986 Motown Record Company (originally
released 1971) Marvin Gaye a prominent, national and international African-American singer was shot and killed by his father. Although he was not a resident of the

Chicago housing complex, his death demonstrates the plight of African-American
males. His song Save the Children depicts the state of being for African-American
children. Marvin, however, was not saved.
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be a collective voice if we are to save our babies and WE must save
them if we are to survive.
When we saw the tragedy involving the babies in Oklahoma City,
we cried. We did not believe that someone could hurt our babies. We
were sickened, we were hurt, we became enraged. Get them, find
them, those inhuman creatures-they hurt and killed our babies.
The cry is no different for the moms in Chicago public housing.
They cry out, "Save our Babies," but their voices, their lyrics are
drowned in the sounds of blackness. Although the constant-"save
our babies"-remains, the savior's voice has been transformed. The
moms of Chicago public housing are now crying "let us save our own
babies. Let us relinquish our individual constitutional rights of privacy that we fought so hard for in an effort to save our babies, our own
babies." The government's response (the music) to the moms, was in
its usual whiteness: "No, you can't save your babies by waiving your
neighbors' constitutional rights. Constitutional rights are individual
rights, not community rights, and although we built this city for you,
we have no obligation to save your babies from your neighbors, because the constitution protects you from us and we ain't doing
nothing."
Before you give up hope, moms 2, let's revisit civil rights and constitutional rights. Let's revisit with the mission to save our own babies,
and let's do it legal style.
In this paper, I am addressing fundamental issues involving the
Fourth and First Amendments to the United States Constitution. In
addressing these particular competing constitutional claims I am concerned that the article is accessible to a wide variety of readers. Readers of particular interest are women within the Chicago housing
complex. (This group is particularly interested due to the large
number of single parent households headed by women.)3 However, it
is also directed at lawyers who litigate sweep searches claims with public housing complexes, legislators making decisions about clean
sweeps, and judges. Because the audience is so diverse I am making a
conscious effort to modify my language. My purpose for targeting
these particular groups is to empower my sisters and address a crucial
social problem with an effort to help severely disadvantaged kids
survive.
2. I use moms, notwithstanding the interests of fathers in their babies, but as
reflective of the tenant population in public housing. Households are more likely
headed by single-females with 91% of the households headed by African-Americans.
See Susan J. Popkin et al., Sweeping Out Drugs and Crime: Residents' Views of the Chicago
HousingAuthority's Public HousingDrugEliminationProgram, 41 CRIME & DELINQUENCY,
73, 74 (Jan. 1995) [hereinafter Drug and Crime Sweeps].
3. See Lundy R. Langston, Force African American Fathers to Parent TheirDelinquent
Sons - A Factorto be Considered at the DispositionalState, 4 COLUM.J. GENDER & LAW 173
(1994).
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In choosing voice in the introduction, I recognize that AfricanAmericans are not a monolithic group of people and my use of "music" may be confusing to some. Music is important to most groups,
but in different ways. Music is sometimes used by the African-American community to express a wide variety of concerns, causes, and their
present state of mind. For example, rap music tends to explore and
report the life of urban America today. The blues arose from a need
to expose the effects of, but at the same time give a way to live with,
discrimination. Gospel is saving grace: how we get over and how we
endure. With jazz we don't have to necessarily sing about our plight;
we can simply feel whatever we want to feel. Our minds give us the
lyrics for jazz and we control. 4 I use the voice of music for the discussion of the appearance that the government believes that the lives of
the white community are more important than the lives of people of
color.
This article explores whether residents of the Chicago Housing
Complex (hereinafter, the Complex), in particular a double minority
group, women of color, can be empowered to resolve problems in
their community. The major problem in the community is the demise
of the youth in the Complex. Their demise leads to incarceration or
death at an early age due to drugs, violence, and the inability to leave
the Complex. The cycle is inevitable and constant. It has been suggested that residents of the Complex want to waive their Fourth
Amendment privacy protections and allow police to conduct sweep
searches. I propose that the sweeps should be allowed as a viable solution for the residents but only in the event that a super-majority5 of
the residents agree to them. Further, the residents be permitted to
decide when to terminate the sweep searches.
I challenge readers to go beyond their understanding of the protections afforded by the United States Constitution and pose for them
a consideration of the enforcement of rights guaranteed by the Constitution. In the housing projects, enjoyment of Fourth Amendment
protections infringes upon the First Amendment's guaranties and vice
versa. The practicalities and intersections of these infringements are
addressed in the paper. I strongly suggest that community empowerment is the only viable solution for the residents of the Chicago Hous4. SeeJohn Calmore, CriticalRace Theory, Archie Shepp, and Fire Music: Securing An
Authentic IntellectualLife in a MulticulturalWorld, 65 S. CAL. L. REv. 2129 (1992) (an indepth discussion of music and voice).
5. "[Super-majority] modifies winner-take-all majority rule to require that something more than a bare majority of voters must approve or concur before action is
taken." Lani Guinier, The Tyranny of The Majority, FundamentalFairnessWith Representative Democracy, FREE PRESS, 1994, at 16. Although Lani stated that she has explored
super-majority voting cautiously as a remedial voting tool, she also expressed that depending on the issue, different members of the voting body could veto impending
action. Id. Requiring a super-majority would allow the small number of residents who
oppose the sweeps a real opportunity to effectively stop the action by swaying a few
more, as opposed to a large number of, residents to join them.
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ing Complex. Community empowerment is not a new concept. Like
other instances of empowerment, the group most affected by the controversy has to decide its own solution. It should be no different with
the residents of the Chicago Housing Complex.
I address the sweep searches controversy from the position of the
plight of the children. In fashioning a solution I examine the intersectional predicament precipitated by the privacy guaranty of the
Fourth Amendment coupled with the rights of a community to safeguard its citizens. I argue that the First Amendment affords the residents, in particular the children, of the Chicago Housing Complex
certain guarantees. I recommend that the courts and government balance the residents' freedom from unreasonable searches with the
freedom of association and decide the controversy in favor of the tilt
of the scales. Alternately, I also recommend that we simply allow the
community, through a super-majority, to decide the controversy as we
6
have historically done when the victims were not African-Americans.
II.
A.

THE PUBLIC SAFETY CRISIS IN PUBLIC HOUSING

The Crisis

Public housing and government owned houses were initially constructed in an effort to provide short term housing for the working
poor 7, particularly blacks who migrated from the South to the North
in the 1950s and 60s. 8 Like most governmental assistance programs,
public housing had restrictions. 9 The essential criteria for becoming a
tenant was income.' 0 Ultimately working families were pushed out
and only the poorest tenants remained." In order to accommodate a
large number of people in a short period of time, the buildings were
12
constructed with low-quality materials and in a "high-rise" design.
The construction of Chicago's public housing is not much different from others in the nation, only more isolated. Coupled with the
6. In particular, courts have allowed: (1) tieJewish community to decide resolution of problem with educating their children with special needs; (2) members of the
Amish group to decide educational needs of its children, and (3) homeowner associations to dictate rights of its community members. See Board of Education of Kiryas
Joel Village School District v. Grumet, 114 S.Ct. 2481 (1994). The various decisions
did not involve African-Americans or at least significant numbers of them. The courts
allowed the communities to resolve particular problems unique to them. AfricanAmericans are equally entitled to resolve problems that are unique to their
community.

7. Drug and Crime Sweeps, supranote 2, at 73, 74. Later in this paper I will discuss
the design of the buildings with the intent to isolate, thereby creating a city of
"hopelessness."
8. John Leo, Should Rights or Housing Tenants Be Protected?. Failed Federal Policies
Turned the Projects IntoJailsfor the Lawful, CHARLESTON DAILY MAIL,April 30, 1994, at P.
9. Drug and Crime Sweeps, supra note 2, at 74-75.
10. Id.
11. Id. at 74.
12. Id.
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need to house a large number of blacks was the need to isolate blacks
and prevent them from "moving into white neighborhoods."' 3 In
most cities, residents of public housing are isolated from the surrounding community and completely racially segregated. 14 In some
housing developments, illegal drug trafficking has become a means of
sustenance. 15 Furthermore, "open drug markets also attract nonresident buyers and sellers and often become hubs for other criminal activities.' 6 Consequently, conditions within public housing have
deteriorated due to increased problems with illegal drugs and as a
result, the nature of the violence has changed.' 7 This daily violence is
illustrated by the following notation, "disputes are much more likely
8
to end in a shooting or killing and to involve innocent bystanders.'
The control of the buildings by gangs is antagonistic, frightening and
intimidating for residents and visitors. 19

13. Leo, supra note 8, at P.
14. Drug and Crime Sweeps, supra note 2, at 75.
15. Id.
16. Id.
17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Inside a yellow-brick high-rise, a stunned visitor stood frozen next to an
armed security guard and an angry young man in a twisted cap. The 6-foottall youth of about 17 demanded, 'Who is you?', scowling and reaching into
his coat as if for a weapon. He demanded again: 'Who is you, dude?' He
turned toward a woman who stood nearby in the bustling lobby of the Chicago Housing Authority's Stateway Gardens building and badgered her, 'He
with you?' The woman nodded. And the young man turned and sidled a
few feet away, resuming his post near the entrance way as lookout for the
Black Disciples who, residents say, control the building at 3547 S. Federal St.
The CHA guard did nothing. 'You have to contact CHA, and they will give
you an escort, because if you ain't folks .... you can't come up in here,' the
woman scolded. 'They will take your leather coat and whip your ass.' Like a
scene from a Hollywood drama abut the inner city, gangs have transformed
entire public housing buildings . . . into illegal drug marketplaces. 'The
dope dealers have got their little security to protect the buildings ... [t)hey
search you. They don't care. It's bad-real bad ..
' 'We pray every day
that nothing goes down,' said one security guard locked inside a security
booth. Not more than five feet away, a band of young men with clubs controlled the lobby. 'How dangerous can it get?' the guard said, weighing what
opposition to gangbangers might cost. 'Life.' [G]uards say that they are
afraid [and] left as sitting ducks when their service revolvers must face gang
members with TEC 9s, Uzis and an assortment of other semiautomatic weaponry. Guards even report having their revolvers taken by gang members....
'They're not going to allow two security officers in the lobby of a building to
circumvent or stop that (drug) money that coming in there. They simply:
aren't going to do it.'
John W. Fountain, Gangs CallShotsDespite CHA's SecurityForce, CH. TRIB., Dec. 6, 1993,
at 1.
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Attempts to Control the Crisis

Since 1988, the Chicago Housing Authority has periodically sent
police to conduct warrantless searches of tenants' apartments. 20 In
1992, the Housing Authority actively re-instituted "Operation Clean
Sweep." The Housing Authority initiated the "Clean Sweep" as a result of the shock and outrage expressed by residents and the city when
a sniper killed a 7 year old housing unit resident who was on his way to
school. The youngster's mother and school officials witnessed the
sniper attack. Under Operation Clean Sweep, Chicago Housing Authority officials restricted access to the building and conducted doorto-door searches of apartments in search of illegal weapons. 2 1 Around
Easter 1994, the Robert Taylor Homes and Stateway Gardens in Chi22
cago had approximately 300 shooting incidents in a four-day period.
The authorities subsequently ordered "gun sweeps" of the entire
23
complex.
In Chicago Housing developments, guns rule and children and
adults die daily. 24 The violence is so pervasive that children play on
window sills rather than on the playground where they are susceptible
to drive-by shootings. After a child plunged to her death from a ledge
of a window in a high-rise building, the Chicago Housing Authority
authorized the installation of window guards to protect the children
rather than attempt to create a safe playground. Gang members, however, chased the installers away with gunfire, fearing a threat to their
25
drug activities.
Although the vast majority of the residents in Chicago's public
housing welcomed the sweep searches, the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) represented a very small minority of residents in their
26
quest to declare the searches violative of the Fourth Amendment.
Agreeing with the ACLU, U.S. District Court Judge Wayne Andersen
declared the searches unconstitutional. Judge Andersen ruled that
police cannot search for weapons in public housing apartments without warrants unless there is probable cause to believe that a crime has
just been committed. 27 The judge declared that unannounced CHA
20. Cynthia Tucker, WarrantlessSearches Bad Bargain. ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Apr.
25, 1994, at 22A. David E. B. Smith, Note, Clean Sweep Or Witch-Hunt?: Constitutional
Issues in Chicago's Public Housing Sweeps, 69 CHI.-KENT. L. R~v. 505, 506 (1993).
21. Id. at 506.
22. A Fix That Fixes Nothing,ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Apr. 30, 1994, City Edition, at
22A.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Leo, supra note 8, at P.
26. Ronald A. Taylor, ACLU Challenges Searches in Projects; Calls Clinton Proposal

Unconstitutiona WASH. TIMES, Apr. 19, 1994, at A4.; See Pratt v. Chicago Housing Authority, 848 F.Supp 792 (N.D. Ii. 1994).
27. Taylor, supra note 26, at A4.
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sweeps of the apartments violated the 4th Amendment
prohibitions
28
against unreasonable searches and seizures.
President Clinton, recognizing the dire situation, proposed an alternate approach to the sweep searches as a means to halt the flow of
illegal drugs, guns and violence. In his weekly radio address, Clinton
stated that "[e]very law-abiding American, rich or poor, has the right
to raise children without the fear of criminals terrorizing where they
live." 29 As a solution to the problem of violence within the Complex,
the Clinton administration developed guidelines suggesting (among
other things), that (1) the housing authority officials conduct periodic administrative inspections 30 and (2) place standard consent
clauses in the housing leases.31 In order for the administration's recommendation of consent clauses in the housing leases to make a difference, the administration suggested that there had to be contracts
between the public housing residents and the government. A contract is necessary if "an effective search" of a residential apartment
were to take place without a warrant.
The ACLU instead asserted that intense patrolling of the common areas of buildings overrun by drugs, guns, and violence would be
more effective. Otherwise, weapons would return within minutes of
the sweeps because contraband is often stashed under trash cans, in
equipment rooms, and even atop elevators. 32 The ACLU vehemently
disagreed with President Clinton's alternate proposal, arguing that
"[p] eople should not have to waive their right to object to law enforcement officers searching their apartments simply because their income
is such that they live in public housing."33
28. Id.
29. The President's Radio Address, (30 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 823, Apr. 16,
1994).
30. Administrative inspections are regulatory searches that require warrants but
not probable cause. Even though administrative searches come within the privacy
interests of the Fourth Amendment, the Court has held that because there is no
threat of criminal prosecution, the public interest requires greater flexibility. Camara
v. Municipal Court of City and County of San Francisco, 387 U.S. 523 (1967). The
interest with the administrative searches is for the health and welfare of the citizens.
The problem with the drugs and weapons in the Chicago Housing Complex is that
criminal prosecution is imperative if the cycle is to be broken; without a threat of
criminal prosecution the searches are worthless.
31. There was a significant amount of debate on the issue of forcing residents of
public housing to relinquish fourth amendment protections of privacy as a result of
placing consent clauses in the housing leases. I strongly oppose such measures when
they are imposed by outsiders on insiders who are generally voiceless. The U.S. Senate endorsed the consent clauses which permitted routine warrantless police searches
of the residential apartment units. 140 CONG. REc. H4663, (daily ed. Apr. 21, 1994).
The police were authorized to search for illegal weapons and illegal drugs. Id. The
Senate endorsed the amendment "so long as residency or continued residency in public housing [was] not contingent upon the inclusion of such a consent clause as a
provision of a lease." Id.
32. Taylor, supra note 26, at A4.
33. Id.
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I agree with the ACLU that residence in public housing should
not be an automatic waiver of an individual's Fourth Amendment
fights and that the government should not be permitted to effect such
a waiver. In an effort to save their babies, however, the residents must
be allowed to effectuate a limited waiver of their Fourth Amendment
rights based upon a collective, super-majoity group and permit police
officers to search their buildings. The alternative would be to force
the moms of Chicago public housing to live with the drugs, the violence and the deaths of their babies.
In May of 1995, the federal government took control of the
40,000 Chicago public housing units.3 4 Apparently, Mayor Daley believed the takeover was necessary to carry out the goal of Vince Lane
(past Chairman of the Chicago Housing Authority) to level Chicago's
"high-rise ghettos"3 5 and reshape the landscape by demolishing the
most visible symbols of public-housing's failures.36 When fashioning a
solution for the complex residents, we must consider the federal takeover, the wishes of the residents, and the problems that plague the
people (the residents, the community, the politicians). We must decide: what now?
Allowing the government to enter and search residential units at
will could devastate the progress of people of color in obtaining and
enforcing their constitutional rights. However, preventing the government from conducting at will sweep searches could put the housing complex's most prized residents, the children, at even higher risk
of death. The residents are entitled equally to both First and Fourth
Amendment guarantees under the Constitution. The intersectional
conflicts of these two guarantees should be resolved by the people of
the Complex.
III.
A.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES

The Fourth Amendment ProtectsPeople, Not Places

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution protects individuals from unreasonable searches conducted by governmental agents. 37 In particular, the Amendment provides that "the
34. As of May 30, 1995, the Department of Housing and Urban Development will
take control of the nation's second-largest housing agency. Don Terry, Chicago Housing Agency To Be Taken Over by U.S., N.Y. TIMES, Late Edition, May 28, 1995, at 1.

35. Fran Spielman, Daley Welcomes Feds' CHA Takeover; Downtown Rail Project
Dropped, CHI. SUN-TIMES, May 30, 1995, at 1.

36. Flynn McRoberts & John Kass, Demolishing Some High-Rises Job 1; New Team
Arrives; Cisneros Vows Red Tape Will Crumble Too, CHi. TPiB., June 1, 1995, at 1.
37. U.S. CONSr. amend IV. "[Tlhe Fourth Amendment protects people, not
places." Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 352 (1967). The Court has developed a
two part test for determining whether an individual is entitled to Fourth Amendment
protection: (1) an individual exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy
and (2) it has to be an expectation of privacy that society is prepared to recognize as
reasonable. Id. at 361.
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right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to
be searched and the persons or things to be seized."3 8 In 1886, in
Boyd v. United States, one of the earliest cases on the protection of the
sanctity of the home, the Court stated that "it is not the breaking of [a
person's] doors, and the rummaging of [a person's] drawers, that
constitutes the offence... it is the invasion of [the individual's] indefeasible right of personal security, personal liberty and private
property."3 9
Because virtually every governmental action interferes to some
degree with a person's privacy interest, the Court in Katz v. United
States4° focused on whether the interference violated the spirit of the
United States Constitution. 4 1 Regardless of the location of a search
(at home, in an office, or in a hotel room), an individual is entitled to
know that she will remain free from unreasonable searches and
seizures because the Constitution protects people, not places. 42 The
privacy interests of the individual focuses the inquiry on whether the
search is unreasonable. Warrantless searches have been declared per
se unconstitutional. 43
Therefore, in order to reasonably search without a warrant an
officer is required to have probable cause. 44 Probable cause may raise
different issues depending on the goal of the officer's conduct. If the
officer's goal is to search, "two conclusions must be supported by substantial evidence: that the items sought are in fact seizable by virtue of
being connected with criminal activity, and that the items will be
found in the place to be searched. It is not also necessary that a particular person be implicated." 45 In order to have probable cause to
arrest there must be a showing that a crime was committed and that
the person to be arrested committed it. The requisite probable cause
for arrest can exist without a "showing that evidence of the crime will
46
be found at premises under that person's control."
38. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 646 n.4 (1961) (The Court's decision of prohibiting the use of evidence obtained during an unreasonable search states an interest of
the Fourth Amendment is in affording individuals the "freedom from unconscionable
invasions of privacy.").
39. Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630 (1886).
40. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967).
41. Id. at 350.
42. Id. at 359.
43. Id at 357.
44. Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 (1963).
45. WAYNE R LAFAVE &JEROLD H. IsRAEL, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 138 (2nd ed.
1992).

46. Id.
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Crime in public housing has increased dramatically in recent
years and there have been innumerable attempts to decrease it.47 In
particular, there have been attempts at stopping the violence through
the confiscation of illegal weapons and efforts to get tough on drug
related offenses. 48 In our efforts to combat crime and illegal drugs we
must not forget that residents of public housing, like all other United
States citizens, have Fourth Amendment rights which the government
cannot infringe upon unreasonably or unnecessarily.
Chicago encompasses the second largest public housing entity in
the United States and the third largest in the world, after Puerto Rico
and New York City.49 The Chicago Complex has 1500 buildings with
40,000 units and houses approximately 90,000 residents.5 0 Due to the
immense size of the Chicago Public Housing Complex, it is impractical and ineffective to obtain a warrant before allowing police to conduct searches for weapons and drugs. During a shoot out it is
practically impossible for the police to locate the shooter or even to
reasonably point out a particular unit or building. The very nature of
the architecture of the Complex perpetuates the cycle of drugs and
violence. 5 1 The Complex was constructed to serve a particular sector
of society,-white society-so as to isolate the Afro-American resi52
dents from the public at large.
The escalation of criminal activity in the Chicago Public Housing
Complex prompted government officials and residents of the Complex to agree to sweep searches. 5 3 A sweep search would allow police
officers to search without a warrant. The residents would allow officers to search all units of the public housing complex without warrants and without individual consent. One very difficult issue with the
constitutionality of the sweeps is the probable cause requirement.
Probable cause is problematic due in part to the inability to point to a
particular unit to search. 54 Under common scenarios, such as drivebys or sniper attacks, the officer's goal in entering the units would
most assuredly be to arrest. On the other hand, an officer's goal to
search has been allowed under certain circumstances requiring reasonable suspicion, a lesser standard than probable cause.
47. Drug and Crime Sweeps, supra note 2, at 74, 76.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 78.
50. Id.
51. When the police were called in for the 300 incidents of gun fire which occurred in 4 days, it took 48 hours to get a warrant which proved to be fruitless by the
time the searches took place.
52. See Hills v. Gautreaux, 425 U.S. 284 (1976).
53. See Taylor, supra note 26.
54. "The sweeps were problematic because they were conducted in response to
random acts of crime, such as sniper fire, in which no person or persons were identified as suspects." Jason S. Thaler, Note, Public Housing Consent Clauses: Unconstitutional Condition of ConstitutionalNecessity, 63 FoRDHAm L. REV. 1777, 1780 (1995).
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1. A Lesser Standard
In Terry v.
the Court considered balancing the need to
search an individual for the protection of the officer against the privacy invasion interests of the individual searched. The Court determined that if a police officer reasonably believes that criminal activity
is afoot, the officer may detain the suspected individual and pat down
the subject for a weapon. A pat down allows protection to police officers. If the Court permits a lesser standard for a search of an individual for the protection of a police officer, then it is reasonable to
permit searches of homes within the Chicago Public Housing Complex for the protection and safety of the children.
Since the Fourth Amendment protects people and not places,
and since a lesser standard is now allowed to search persons, then it
should not be problematic to allow for searches of places with a lesser
standard. This is particularly true if the voices permitting the searches
are coming from a super-majority of the people residing in the
Complex.
An example of the application of an even lower standard is found
in Vernonia School District v. Acton.56 In Vernonia, school officials initiated a drug testing policy as part of their war on drugs within the
schools. Because of the school's concerns about the significant increase of drug use by students and the increased risk of harm to student athletes who were participating in sporting contests, they tested
students participating in athletics. The court allowed the random testing without a showing of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, upholding the Student Athlete Drug Policy. In other words, the Court
upheld the school's authority to administer drug testing on a student,
based simply on the student's participation in athletics, and regardless
of drug use or suspected drug use by the student athlete. The policy
was due in part to the school's belief that athletes were leaders in the
student community and their participation in the drug culture might
increase the risk of sports-related injury to themselves and other students. It stated that reasonableness of the search (as opposed to the
probable cause requirement) was the "ultimate measure of the constitutionality of a governmental search." 57 The Court adhered to its previous holdings that "reasonableness generally require[d] . . . a ...
warrant,"5 8 and a warrant requires probable cause. 59 Notwithstanding
the failure to have a warrant, the Court upheld the statute as constitutional on the grounds of the reasonableness of the search.
In determining what was reasonable, the Court first considered
the nature of the privacy interest on which the search intrudes.6 0 The
Ohio55,

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
Vernonia School District v. Acton, 115 S.Ct. 2386 (1995).
Id at 2390.

Id
Id

Id. at 2391.
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Court determined in Vemonia that because the individuals were children under the temporary control of the school, there was a lowered
expectation of privacy, with student athletes enjoying an even lesser
expectation of privacy.6 1 The Court then determined that the privacy
interests compromised in providing urine were negligible and therefore reasonable because the conditions in the school were identical to
privacy interests compromised in public restrooms. 62 The Court's final analysis which found the tests to be reasonable was based on the
immediacy of deterring drug use by school63 children and the fact that
the search targeted athletes in particular.
2. Application of the Lesser Standard to Sweep Searches
The justification for lowering the standards to search for contraband in schools to curb violence and drug usage equally applies to the
immediacy in the Chicago Public Housing Complex. The officials in
Vemonia were not simply concerned with the physical harm to the
drug user but there was concern that the risk to "those with whom he
[was] playing his sport [was] particularly high."6 4 The concern for
others is equally a significant element for residents in the Chicago
Housing Complex. This is the essence of the waiver of the 4th
Amendment. An effective waiver would allow for the safety of the individual who signed the waiver as well as the individuals who did not
sign the waivers.
Justice Scalia, writing for the majority in Vernonia, analogized the
privacy interests in the taking of the urine samples with the privacy
interests of a probationer's home in Griffin v. Wisconsin.65 In Griffin
the Court held that "although a 'probationer's home, like anyone
else's, is protected by the Fourth Amendmen [t],' the supervisory relationship between probationer and State justifies 'a degree of impingement upon a probationer's privacy that would not be constitutional if
applied to the public at large."' 66 Thus, ultimately in Vernonia, the

Court concluded that privacy interests of an individual, even in one's
of the state
home, can be eroded if the subjects are under the control
67
but outside any governmental confinement facility.

There is fierce opposition to sweep searches, in particular by individuals who do not reside in the Chicago Housing Complex. Understandably, strong sentiment is felt for the privacy rights of the
61. Vernonia School District v. Acton, 115 S.Ct. 2386, 2392 (1995).
62. Id. at 2393.
63. Id. at 2395. Although the most severe sanction for a positive drug test is
upon a showing of a third offense the student would be suspended for the remainder
of the current season and the next two athletic seasons, this result could be quite
severe for an urban child.

64. Id.
65. Griffin v. Wisconsin, 483 U.S. 868 (1987).

66. Id. at 873, 875.
67. It could be argued also that sweep searches are special need constitutional

searches.
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individuals who reside in the Complex. There exists a legitimate fear
that if people in poverty begin to abandon some constitutional rights,
others will be taken and eventually none will remain.
The sweep searches in the Chicago Housing Complex would focus on the apartment units and not on the "personhood." As previously noted, the Court has repeatedly held that the Fourth
Amendment protects persons, not places. 68 The sweeps would be promoted by a majority of the residents in the Complex who rely on the
success of the searches for their safety. As opposed to searches where
the goal is to arrest, these searches would be conducted to find illegal
drugs and weapons. This purpose satisfies the prong that the items be
connected with criminal activity. A vote by the super-majority of the
residents to allow sweep searches suggest that the items to be found
will be found in the Complex. The erosion of the probable cause requirement and the assertion by the majority of the residents to empower themselves to allow the searches would meet the mandates of
probable cause and reasonableness. The government should not
make this determination. Such a determination by the government
would not meet either test of probable cause or reasonableness because the people and not the government should make the determination that this temporary remedial measure meets the requirements
of the Fourth Amendment.
The Supreme Court in Minnesota v. Dickerson6 9 held that a protective patdown search for weapons may be extended to a search for contraband. Officers patrolling a notorious crime area watched
Dickerson leave a suspected crack house.7 0 The officers' suspicions
were aroused when Dickerson, while walking towards the officers, noticed the squad car, stopped and then began walking in the opposite
direction. 7 ' The officer, observing Dickerson's "seemingly evasive actions," stopped him and ordered him to submit to a patdown.7 2 The
patdown did not reveal a weapon but the officer's suspicions of illegal
drugs were aroused when the officer conducting the patdown felt a
small lump in Dickerson's front pocket.7 3 Upon further examination
with his fingers the officer felt what he thought was crack cocaine.7 4
At trial, Dickerson's motion to suppress the crack cocaine found
during such the search was denied.7 5 On appeal, Dickerson complained that since the original Terry patdown did not arouse the of68. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967).
69. Minnesota v. Dickerson, 113 S.Ct. 2130 (1993).
70. Id. at 2133.
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. Dickerson, 113 S.Ct. at 2133 (1993).
75. Id. Dickerson was found guilty of possessing a controlled substance, the
Court of Appeals reversed, stating "that the officers had overstepped their bounds
allowed by Terry in seizing the cocaine." The Minnesota Supreme Court affirmed.
The United States Supreme affirmed the Minnesota Supreme Court. Id. at 2134.
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ficer's suspicion of a weapon, the officer was not entitled to carry the
search any further. 76 Unlike the trial court judge, Justice White
viewed the finger search 77 as a second search 78 and held that since the
second search was not in furtherance of the Terry patdown, it was
therefore invalid. 7 9 If the pocket search had come within Teny (a
search for weapons), the discovery of contraband through the sense of
touch would have been valid.8 0
In considering the intrusiveness of touch, the Court stated that
Teny demonstrates that the "sense of touch is capable of revealing the
nature of an object with sufficient reliability to support a seizure."8 1
The Court further stated that the "seizure of an item already known
occasions no further invasion of privacy."8 2 An item already known
and found by sense of touch is therefore no more intrusive than an
item found by sight.8 3 The effect of the Court's ruling is that if a police officer suspects weapons, then the officer is allowed to pat down
4
and remove an object which feels like contraband.
The Fourth Amendment protects the person, and if the Court
has relinquished the privacy rights of our bodies for the protection of
police officers, then certainly the doors to our homes should be
opened in an attempt to save the lives of our babies. We cannot have
a greater privacy interest in our homes than we do in our bodies. The
lives of our babies have to be at least as significant as the life of a
police officer. Why then is it unreasonable for the government to allow the people to waive their privacy rights under the Fourth Amendment for their own protection and for the protection of their babies?
This is a waiver by the people for the people. 85 Residents of the Chicago Housing Complex recognize that the searches are intrusive.
However, they believe that the searches are a proportional response to
their pressing security needs and therefore meet the reasonableness
76. Id. at 2138-39.
77. The officer testified to the following: "As I pat-searched the front of his
body, I felt a lump, a small lump, in the front pocket. I examined it with my fingers
and it slid and it felt to be a lump of crack cocaine in cellophane." Id. at 2133. "The
officer then reached into respondent's pocket and retrieved a small plastic bag containing one fifth of one gram of crack cocaine." Id. at 2133-34.
78. Id.
79. Dickerson, 113 S.Ct. at 2133.
80. Id.
81. Id. at 2131.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Dickerson, 113 S.Ct. at 2131.
85. See U.S. CONST. amend. IX (The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain
rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.).
See also U.S. CONST. amend. X (The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution (the inability to waive individual's 4th Amendment rights) ... are reserved... to the people.).
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requirement within the Fourth Amendment.8 6 In the interest of the
community and in the interest of saving our babies, why not allow the
community to decide the controversy? Are the guarantees of the
Fourth Amendment so great that the probability of death cannot override them? Can we weigh the lights guaranteed 8 7by the Fourth
Amendment against other constitutional guarantees?
B.

The First Amendment-Are All US Citizens Entitled To The Right To
Freely Move About?

A tenant of Dearborn Homes within the Chicago governmental
housing projects said, "What else can you do? It's a violation of my
rights when I can't go outside when I want to."8 8 What about the
rights of the minors? What about the cycle of drugs, violence, and
lack of education? These minors receive an inadequate education or
no education at all because of their inability to attend school or to
attend on a regular basis because they are afraid to go outside. In fact,
researcher David E.B. Smith noted, "(r)andom gunfire and violent
death are [however, a] part of each child's education."8 9 Because of
their inability to leave the Complex, the Chicago housing projects are
the only educational environment for a significant number of kids.
Although there is no constitutional requirement to provide an education, once the state requires education for minors, there is a constitutional requirement that an appropriate education be made available
to all children. 90 The guns and drugs of the CHA are not the schools
we want for our babies.
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution affords
us the opportunity to freely move about, to freely associate ourselves
with whomever we deem sociable. 91 The residents, particularly the
children of Chicago public housing, cannot freely move about. Because of the gunfire, drugs, and attempts by drug dealers to recruit
minors into the business, individuals are deprived of the fundamental
right of association. Minors who object must hide out from the drug
lords. Fear is a powerful restraint on the child's inability to move
about; however, that fear may appear to be imposed by other residents
86. Rob Teir, Tenants' Privacy Held Captive by Crime, NAT'L LJ., May 9, 1994, at
A21, A22.
87. In Pratt v. CHA, Judge Anderson found that the "possibility of warrantless
home searches without consent and the potential for the violation of constitutional
rights outweigh [ed] the enhanced safety that those searches might bring .. " Pratt v.
CHA, 848 F.Supp. 792 (N.D. 111. 1994).
88. Scott Fornek, CUA Tenants Are At Odds On Clinton's Search Plan, CHI. SUNTmms, Apr. 18, 1984, at 6, (Bethe Cromwell made this statement concerning her
rights to freely move about.) There should be a greater concern for the minors, in
these units, to at least move about and get an education.
89. Smith, supra note 20, at 505.
90. See Brown v. Board of Education, 349 U.S. 294 (1955).
91. "Congress shall make no law... abridging the.., right of the people peaceably to assemble." U.S. CONsT. amend I.
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and not the government. The governmental intrusion lies in the very
construction of the Complex. The government is responsible for engaging in discriminatory housing practices. Isolation was an intentional component of the design of the Chicago governmental housing
project.
In Hills v. Gautreaux,92 the residents of Chicago public housing
alleged that the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) deliberately sited
these housing projects in African-American communities.9 3 Residents
of, and applicants for, Chicago public housing also alleged that the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) assisted by
providing financial assistance and other support for this discriminatory practice. The Supreme Court agreed.
Should We Balance the Interests of the Fourth and First Amendments?
The majority of the residents of Chicago public housing have
stated that they are willing to relinquish their constitutional rights
under the Fourth Amendment in order to save their babies.9 4 However, some are concerned that "sweeps never [will have] any meaning[ful] effect . . . [because] the weapons come back in within
minutes." 9 5 For example, if sweeps are forced on tenants, by way of
consent clauses in their leases,9 6 the effectiveness of such sweeps
should be questioned. Such sweeps would be forced on the residents
as opposed to letting them decide the issue for themselves. It would
be far better to put the decision into the hands of the residents.
There is a greater probability of success with the sweeps if the
residents were empowered to make the decision about the sweeps in
an effort to make their homes safe. That way, the people subjected to
the searches would also be the people who called for them. The tunnels that have been constructed from apartment to apartment and
from building to building would prevent successful searches, even
searches with warrants. In order for the searches to be successful they
have to be done for the people with assistance from the people.
As the Supreme Court said in its landmark case, Mapp v. Ohio,
97
"[t]here is no war between the Constitution and common sense."
C.

92. Hills v. Gautreaux, 425 U.S. 284 (1976).
93. Id.
94. Drug and Crime Sweeps, supra note 2, at 84.
95. Taylor, supra note 26, at A4, ("Police officials say that contraband is stashed
under trash cans, equipment rooms and even atop elevators in such buildings.")
I was told by a law professor at the University of Chicago who visited the housing
Complex that she had a real concern for the effectiveness of sweeps because tunnels
had been made, by the tenants, from building to building and apartment to
apartment.
96. One recommendation for the solution to the drugs and violence problems
within the Chicago Housing Complex is to include in the lease a consent clause that
would force the would be tenant to waive their Fourth Amendment Rights. Leo, supra
note 8, at P.
97. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 657 (1961).
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There is, however, a war in the Chicago Housing Complex. The victims of the war are our babies. Determining that our babies are lost
because one constitutional right outweighs another does not seem
logical. The desired and logical right is for moms of the Complex to
save their babies, which collides with their fights of privacy.
The Fourth Amendment privacy rights are of no greater value
than the First Amendment's rights of association. 98 The association
rights and the minds of the children should be of paramount concern
to citizens and the state.
1. Using Sweep Searches to Provide a Voice
Imagine two scenarios. In the first, a two year old is playing on a
window sill on the 10th floor of a high rise residential building because she could not safely play in the playground. Tragically, she
plunges to her death on the cement ground below. Contrast that image with one of a two year old walking over to a window, left open by
the nanny, on the second floor of a high rise residential building.
That child plunges to his death on the cement ground below.
Both of these scenarios happened. A very sad song was written
about the second deplorable incident.99 Additionally, in the second
scenario, the windows were closed and barriers were put into place to
prevent any future incident. In the first scenario, the housing authority's remedy was to authorize the installation of window guards to protect the children. However, gang members chased the repair persons
away with gunfire for fear of a threat to their drug activities.
This article is an appeal to those of us in the legal profession to
write a song about the first incident. If a song were written for the
first scenario, what would we write? What should we say? Could we
say that we made every attempt to prevent a repeated tragic fall? How
can we write a song based on the voices of those in the compound
when we disagree with the lyrics proposed by the voices, asking us to
allow the sweep searches? The remedies that the would-be songsters
seek would undercut the protections that the Constitution of the
United States has so afforded them. So, what do we write? Whose
voices should the lyrics reflect?
2. Using the Searches to Turn Over Power to the People
If nothing else, our democratic society understands and lives by
the creed of majority rule. 00 Here in the Chicago Housing Complex
98. "Fourth Amendment rights, [are] no less [and therefore no greater] than
First and Fourteenth Amendment rights ....
Vemonia School District v. Acton, 115
S.Ct. 2386, 2392 (1995).
99. Eiuc CLAPTON, Tears in Heaven, on UNPLUGGED (1992).
100. But see Lani Guinier, The Triumph of Tokenism: The Voting Rights Act and the
Theory of Black ElectoralSuccess, 89 MicH. L. REv. 1077 (1991); Lani Guinier, Regulating
The ElectoralProcess: Groups, Representation, and Race-ConsciousDistricting: A Case of the
Emperor's Clothes, 71 TEX. L. REv. 1589 (1993); See also Susan F. French, The Constitution
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lives are at stake; people, especially babies, are losing their lives. 01
The residents need to empower themselves by striking a balance between their competing constitutional rights. There will be no individual rights to preserve if the violence continues to consume the
community. Therefore, we can and should allow the residents to empower themselves by permitting the police to sweep search their
homes. If it is the desire of a super-majority in the community to save
their babies, then why not empower them to save it? The need for
community empowerment was eloquently stated by John Calmore:
When there is nowhere to run and nowhere to hide, people must
take a stand in place, at one's home base. For many of the innercity poor, this is their predicament. From the communities within,
there must be resistance to the effects of the plague. Their adaptation cannot be accommodation; instead, it must be fighting back.
[S]mall grassroots movements are, by themselves, far short of sufficient ....The common themes.., from the community within are
those of self-help, self-determination, political accountability, community empowerment, new leadership.., and a reinvented urban,
multicultural democracy. These themes are as important to shaping the American cities as is the theme of desegregating the metropolis. The movements from the community
within deserve more of
02
our attention, respect, and support.'

To further support the idea of turning the power over to the people, remember that an officer armed with a warrant is a hostile visitor
and not a welcomed guest, even if the particular tenant of a unit being
searched is in favor of sweep searches. Generally, African-Americans
disfavor and distrust police officers, regardless of the officer's race.
An officer armed with a warrant, approved by the government but
without approval of the people of the Complex, is wasting taxpayer

money because unless the tenants cooperate with the officers, the tunof A Private Residential Government Should Include A Bill of Rights, 27 WAKE FoREs-r L.
REv. 345 (1992). "Beyond required contributions to support the common facilities
...people who buy into common interest developments are often asked to give up
significantly greater degrees of freedom to obtain the advantages offered by... the
community." Id. at 346. The author suggests that the freedoms should be relinquished by the people through community associations as opposed to the developers.
"Community associations are forms of democratic local government." Id. at 350.
101. Chicago public housing tenants asserted a 'special need,' demonstrated by
parents disassembling bunk beds to keep children out of the line of fire, mothers
putting children to bed in bathtubs for fear of random gunfire, and grandparents
paying gang members to be allowed to 'pass' with groceries .... [The purpose for
allowing the sweeps] is to deter gang members from taking over these buildings
through violence and intimidation. As one eighth grader said: 'They're shooting at
kids and putting them in fear. We need to have sweeps. They're killing my friends.
Don't people understand what's going on?' Robert Tier, Are WarrantlessSearches For
Guns in Public Housing ProjectsJustified? Yes: Living Without Fear is the Most Important
Right, 80 ABAJ. 40 (July 1994).
102. John 0. Calmore, Racialized Space and the Culture of Segregation: "Hewing a
Stone of Hope from a Mountain ofDespair," 143 U. PA. L. REv. 1233, 1271 (1995).
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nels will allow the drugs and weapons to be moved very easily. The
majority of the residents in the Chicago Housing Complex are similar
to the majority of citizens outside the Complex: they do not like criminal activity in their homes or in their neighborhoods. However, unlike the majority of the citizens outside the Complex who do not have
a distrust of officers, those citizens in the Complex are afforded no
"real" protection. The residents of the Complex are threatened by
wrongdoers within the community and by the police who are supposed to be their protectors. Allowing the majority of the residents to
have a voice in their own safety and protection is no more than what
the majority of members of society are entitled to do for their
communities.
Community empowerment is not a new concept. This phenomenological circumstance, however, may be new to people of color, in
particular to African-Americans. The Supreme Court has allowed the
rights of the community to override individual rights, as seen in Wisconsin v. Yoder.' 03 In Yoder, Amish parents claimed that Wisconsin's
compulsory education law, which required parents to ensure that
their children attended a public or private school until the age of 16,
violated their free exercise rights.' 0 4 The Court held that the First
and Fourteenth Amendments prevent the state from compelling the
Amish people to require their children to attend formal high schools
05
until the age of sixteen because it would destroy their way of life.
Further, the case of Board of Education of Kiryas Joel Village School
Districtv. Grumet sheds further light on these issues.' 0 6 In KiryasJoel,a
New York statute created a new school district in the Village of Kiryas
Joel. 0 7 The Village of Kiryas Joel was comprised entirely of members
of the Satmarer Hasidic sect and was located within the MonroeWoodbury school district.' 0 8 The village was separated from the
outside community; Yiddish was the principal language. 10 9 Children
were educated in religious schools, with boys attending a different
103. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (Amish community dictated that
children would not attend secondary school even though state statute required all
children to attend school until age of 16.)
104. The Amish parents sent their children until the eighth grade but refused to
allow their children to attend school for the additional two years required by the
Wisconsin law. The parents argued that their faith required them to raise their children for "life in a church community separate and apart from the world and worldly
influences." They further argued that attendance at a regular high school would expose their children to worldly influences during the critical adolescent stage of development, and to higher learning which would foster values that Amish people rejected
because they would alienate man from God. Id. at 209.
105. Id. at 234.
106. Board of Education of Kiryas Joel Village School District v. Grumet, 114
S.Ct. 2481 (1994).

107. Id.
108. Id. at 2484.

109. Id.
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school than the girls." 0 Children with special needs attended special
education classes at the Monroe-Woodbury public schools."' The
new school district was created after allegations of panic, fear, and
trauma the children suffered from being with people whose ways were
so different from theirs and because they had to leave their communities. 112 The parents ultimately stopped sending their children to
Woodbury-Monroe public schools." 3 The Legislature enacted chapter 748 which created a new union free school district in an effort to
resolve a longstanding conflict between the Monroe-Woodbury
School district and the Village of Kiryas Joel. 1 4 The statute authorize [d] a religious community to dictate where secular public educational services should be provided to children of the community." 5
The Court ruled that 1989 N.Y. Laws, Ch. 748116 violated the Establishment Clause, because in effect it created political boundaries
on the basis of religion. The various concurring opinions, however,
suggest that the Justices were favorable to the idea of creating a special
district.' 1 7 The Justices' appeal for a special district is based on the
need to alleviate the special burdens of the handicapped children
while at the same time accommodating the religious needs of the
village. 118
Justice O'Connor, in her concurring statement, stated that
although N.Y. ch. 748 was violative of the Establishment Clause, the
question in KiryasJoelwas close because the Satmars are perhaps the
only group in need of the provisions set out in the statute. She was
concerned that the legislature may have been favoring this particular
religion rather than accommodating its special needs. O'Connor suggested that to come within the Lemon test and the Religion clauses of
the Constitution, the New York Legislature could either allow all vil110. Id.
111. KiryasJoel 114 S.Ct. at 2484.
112. Id.
113. Id.

114. Id.
115. Id. at 2486.
116. 1989 N.Y. Laws, 748, provides:
§ 1. The territory of the village of the Kiryas Joel in the town of Monroe,
Orange county, on the date when this act shall take effect, shall be and
hereby is constituted a separate school district, and shall be known as the
KiryasJoel village school district and shall have and enjoy all the powers and
duties of a union free school district under the provisions of the education
law.
§ 2. Such district shall be under the control of a board of education, which
shall be composed of from five to nine members elected by the qualified
voters of the village of Kiryas Joel, said members to serve for terms not exceeding five years.
§ 3. This act shall take effect on the first day of July next succeeding the
date on which it shall have become a law.
117. KiyasJoe4 114 S.Ct. at 2494-2505.

118. Id. at 2501.
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lages to operate their own school districts or set forth neutral criteria

that a village must meet to have its own school district."19 The criteria
would be applied by a state agency that would give the judiciary powers to review the criteria. As another alternative, O'Connor suggested
that since all handicapped children are required by law under 20
U.S.C. § 1400 et seq. to government-funded special education, it is
only fair that the government provide it on-site at sectarian schools as
20
well.1
Justice Kennedy also agreed with the majority opinion on the
constitutional violation but he too stated that the Establishment
Clause does not prohibit the legislature from responding to unique
problems of a particular religious group.' 2 ' The effect of allowing the
Village to form its own school district is an empowerment of the peo22
ple to decide issues of education on behalf of their children.
Likewise, in Village of Arlington Heights v. MetropolitanHousing Development Corporation(MHDC),123 the Court allowed the Village to decide the best interest of the community. MHDC alleged that the
Village's refusal to rezone was racially motivated.1 24 The Court noted
"Arlington Heights is a suburb of Chicago... [m] ost of the land.., is
According to the 1970
zoned for detached single-family homes ....
census, only 27 of the Village's 64,000 residents were black."' 25 In that
case, the Court upheld the Village's refusal to rezone a tract from single-family to multiple-family classification. In Yoder, MHDC, and the
legislation in Kiyas Joel, the U.S. Supreme Court allowed a discrete
ethnic community to decide what was in the best interest of the community at large.
119. See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971).
120. Id. at 2498.
121. Id. at 2503.
122. Soon after the Supreme Court's decision in KiryasJoe the legislature enacted a new statute which allowed the KiryasJoel district to remain in operation. In
Grumet v. Cuomo (73803), the New York Court of Appeals reversed the New York
Supreme Court's ruling which held that the religion-neutral conditions the new law
set for creation of a special school district cured the defects of the prior law. Grumet
v. Cuomo, 647 N.Y.S.2d 565 (1996). The language of the 1994 law allowed any municipality meeting five criteria to form its own district. Supreme Court Justice Kahn's
majority opinion was an attempt to employ O'Connor's recommendation. The New
York Court of Appeals held that the 1994 law was neither neutral nor a genuine attempt to meet a special education need, but rather an effort to single out a particular
religious group for favorable treatment. The court stated that when considering the
five criteria together, it is clear that was the true purpose of the law for the KiryasJoel
village. If it were not for the question of separation of church and state, it is clear
from the various opinions of the lower courts as well as the United States Supreme
Court's various concurring opinions that the justices and judges are not conflicted by
allowing a sub-group to decide issues in their best interest.
123. Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252
(1977).
124. Id. at 254.
125. Id. at 255.
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Furthermore, condominium and homeowner associations regularly impose restrictions on individuals residing in those units. They
are "frequently described as 'residential private governments' exercising legislative, judicial, and executive powers over those living within
their territorial boundaries."1 26 These associations have been "characterized as 'little democratic subsocieties' whose members accept extraordinary regulation of their conduct, lifestyle, and property
rights." 12 7 A significant difference between those communities and
the Chicago public housing community is an empowerment issue,
with the latter an impoverished group consisting of people of color.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Throughout this paper I have focused on the concerns of our
babies. Children have limited constitutional rights. It is very difficult
for them to assert rights when their status is one of subordination.
Children are always in the custody of someone. 128 They are born into
the custody of their mothers. However, many of the babies of Chicago
public housing remain in the custody of their mothers for a short
time. Either they fall under the custody of gang members or under
the care of angels by dying too soon. The mothers seek empowerment to save their babies, by asserting the rights of the community
29
and their obligation as custodians for the lives of their babies.
Although the Court has stopped short of imposing on schools a duty
to protect school children,13 0 it has not stopped short of imposing
13
such a duty on parents. '
Public safety is a national concern, one that demands a response
to the increase in violence across this nation. I recommend for the
particularized problems set out in this paper for the residents of the
Chicago Housing Complex, that we empower those residents to save
their children from contraband and violence.
My recommendation would allow residents not only to waive their
individual Fourth Amendment rights, but also the rights of their
neighbors. The residents of the Chicago Housing Complex, acting as
a unified democratic group, should have the authority to institute a
temporary remedial measure. Waiving one's constitutional rights,
even temporarily, may seem draconian. However, the sufferers view
126. Note, The Rule of Law in Residential Associations, 99 HARv. L. REv. 472, 472

(1985).
127. Id.
128. Reno v. Flores, 507 U.S. 292, 323 (1993).
129. See Vernonia, 115 S.Ct. at 2391, ("[Children] are subject, even as to their
physical freedom, to the control of their parents or guardians.") In Vernonia the
Court recognized that when parents place their children in schools, the school assumes the parents power of restraint and correction as is necessary for a proper educational environment. Id.
130. See DeShaney v. Winnebago, 489 U.S. 189, 200 (1989).
131. State v. Austin, 172 N.W.2d 284, 287 (S.D. 1969).
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the waivers as a survival mechanism. One can argue that the adults
should move and seek better housing; however, they cannot afford to.
Moreover, there needs to be a focus on the plight of their children
who are most at risk in this war zone.
In our society, children as a class have the least amount of constitutional protection. It is easy for us to re-institute the death penalty
for states which repealed them. It is easy for us to institute the death
penalty for younger and younger children. It was easy for us to look
the other way when crime escalated in government housing complexes. It was easy for us to say it's not our problem.
Crime has escalated outside the compounds of the housing units.
Our children have no sense of value in life, ours or theirs, and we have
imprisoned ourselves. "[W]e very much need to search our brains
and our self-discipline-and then actually use them ... to rescue our
children and thereby gradually become once again a civilized
place.' u3 2 In an ideal world, forcing police officers to do theirjobs is
the best solution. 13 3 But these kids do not live in an ideal world, and
their mothers, unlike the police, can no longer wait and see how many
of their babies are left standing after the gun fire.
I close with some thoughts on Louis Armstrong and the song
"What A Wonderful World."' 3 4 However, as we read the lyrics, let us
ask ourselves what kind of world Marvin Gaye envisioned for our babies. Is the world destined to die if we do not save our babies or empower ourselves to save our babies? What kind of world do we offer
them? Maybe Louis Armstrong can provide us with some hope that
our babies can have a better tomorrow.
In the song Louis sings: "I see trees of green, red roses too, I see
them bloom for me and you and I think to myself, what a wonderful
world." The difference between Louis and us is when our children
(including those in and out of the Chicago Public Housing Complex)
see the color green, they don't see trees of green. They see green with
envy (as we do when we strive to do what's best for "me"), green with
greed (as we set our goals to make the most money). When Louis saw
red, he saw red roses. Our children see blood. They see their friends
and relatives being killed. They see and hear drive-bys. They see
blood running from victims of robberies, murders and beatings.
When Louis saw green trees and red roses-he saw them for me and
you- for all of us. He did not see the beauty for a select few. What a
wonderful world, he sang. His world? Yes. Our world? I wonder.
132. James G. Driscoll, We Can Get A Head Start Against CriminalsBy FosteringFewer
In The First Place, SUN-SENTINEL (Fort Lauderdale), Apr. 17, 1994, at 5F.
133. See Monica L. Selter, Comment, Sweeps: An Unwarranted Solution To The
SearchForSafety In Public Housing,44 Am. U. L. REv. 1903 (1995); Smith, supranote 20,
at 505.
134. Louis ARMSTRONG, DISNEY SONGS THE SATCHMOWAY (DISNEY, rereleased
1996).

